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Sonos lets you play music, radio and audiobooks in every room of your home. The controller has many interesting features for you to use, and enjoy. Sonos has a sound quality that beats most other programs. The indexing program is a bit clumsy, but once you get used to it, it's much
easier to use than the Sonos competition. The Sonos controller is a leading software and sound system for music playback. You can listen to TV, radio, audiobooks, and even MP3 from your old CD collection once synchronized. The software is intuitive, easy to download, and the sonos
setting boasts the highest quality when it comes to streaming. There is no lag in doing so, assuming that your internet speed is good enough. This applies to longer recordings too, such as podcasts, radio shows and audiobooks. For those of you with large CD collections, Sonos has you
covered. It will take some time to download all the CD to the external hard drive. It's worth it once you can access your entire collection from the Sonos controller. You may have to spend some time updating the parts on the old compact toch too. While this may seem like a big software flaw,
it's not a huge problem. If you love your music, it's a process you can enjoy and you'll find some tracks you forgot existed. Where can you run this program? This program can only work on iOS, and Sonos equipment is installed. Android users should search elsewhere. Is there a better
alternative? No, no, no, no, no, no, no, Sonos is the number one for features when it comes to storage, and access to your music collection from anywhere in the house. Homepod has some good features, but it doesn't apply to Sonos. Bose Soundtouch 10 comes close second. Sonos is a
great program for music lovers. Download it, spend some time tuning in, and enjoy your music collection all over the world. Should you download it? Yes, especially if you have Sonos equipment. The Sonos controller is easy to use and does everything you need. There is a word to describe
the arch of Sonos. This word is great because it's a seriously hefty bit of living room sound equipment available in white or black finish depending on your decor preferences. It's 87mm high and 115.7mm deep, which is sturdy enough, but it's finding the required 1141.7mm length to
accommodate it, which can prove a challenge if you want to install a Sonos arc in any smaller living room or next to any TV less than about 65 inches. For my own home setting, it fits well enough throughout TV cabinet, but only. There's a very strong argument to say that it would be better
to fit for any wall TV because you would then also dodge any issues if your TV booth couldn't quite clear the height of the Sonos arc in the first place. My own TV just managed that feat, and TVs with smaller stands could lose a few bases The screen size is locked arcs if you are not ready to
safely lift them. For all its sheer size, the Sonos arc is actually beautifully minimalist in terms of design. My review of the model was a black version with a thin Sonos logo in the middle that effectively disappears if you make a habit of sitting closer than a meter or so with your TV. There is
one front LED light that lights up when the volume changes or to indicate the state of the microphone. It's unobtrusive as it is, but it even go a little further than this, dimming in relation to the level of light in the room in order to provide minimal distraction. It's a smart job because it means that
while Sonos Arc is a great device, it quickly takes a back seat to everything you look at at the time that is on it should be. There are touch controls at the top of the arc covering play/pause, volume and microphone controls if you want or need them, but as a sound panel, they're unlikely to
get all that much use if you sit far, much closer to the TV than you really should. While Sonos' story is in wireless audio, any soundbar should be able to connect to the TV somehow, and in the case of Sonos Arc, it's through a single HDMI connection that is designed to connect either to the
ARC or EARC compatible HDMI port on your TV. There's a bit of a potential problem out there depending on your HDMI layout and in particular how many other HDMI devices you need to connect. If you connect to a much older TV, there is also the option for an optical adapter, but you'd
miss out a lot of what makes the Sonos arc really special if you go down that path. Unlike some competing sound panels, there is no supplied remote with Sonos Arc, but it is very much in design because it is built to be part of the broader Sonos ecosystem, which can be either a voice or an
app controlled from an iOS or Android smartphone. The arch also supports the IR pass to the TV, and once it's connected to the TV and configured, you should be able to transfer most control functions to existing remotes anyway. InstallationOn the next time you find out where the Sonos
arc will sit in your living room, it's time to get it customized. The physical side of this is pretty simple, but then it's just a matter of finding a power outlet and HDMI port, preferably on an ARC or EARC compatible TV. Just then, like any other Sonos speaker, you turn to the Sonos App for the
actual configuration. The big difference here is that Sonos Arc is the first speaker company to use its S2 platform. Sonos courted a lot of controversy with his fans for switching to S2 because some - and frankly, much older - Sonos gears were not compatible, and at first it seemed to many
that they would be left with brick bricks which is otherwise functional sound. It's not really the whole story - and Sonos's own connection around this at first wasn't all that clear, so there's room for confusion - but the key detail here for my own testing and setting up the Sonos arc is that it was
with the beta version of the S2 Sonos App, sideloaded in my case on the iOS device. In fact the detection and setting of the Sonos arch was essentially a painless experience, and even the most technically challenged should be able to go through this stage of the customization process. I
decided to use the iOS version of the Sonos platform for one very specific reason. Sonos has a sound setting system it calls Trueplay, which uses microphones on your smartphone to measure tones across the room and dynamically adjust the output arc based on what it can detect. This in
itself is not a unique idea - many home sound systems have used cable mic arrays with a similar concept in mind for several years - but Sonos' take using a smartphone means you can navigate through space in real time and get some improvement in sound quality by displaying the sound
space and applying it to the exit arc. However, as with Sonos Beam, it's only available to iOS users. Unfortunately, Android fans - Sonos's position on this issue has long been that there is too much variance in the way of Android microphones for them to offer Trueplay outside the Apple Wall
Garden. A quick tip if you're an android fan who wants to arc: Either use an iPad or borrow someone's iPhone to go through the Trueplay setting because it can be essential to your audio experience, especially for movie viewing purposes. While the arc is designed in such a way that it can
work as a complete audio system, if that's all you want, you can also add the Sonos Sub and other Sonos speakers to the full 5.1 surround sound system. Sonos supplied me with a sub and two Sonos One SLs to act as rear speakers, and I tested with an arc, then an arc plus a Sub, then
an arc plus Sub plus rears to form a full 5.1 system, meaning that I had to go through the installation process to add components as well. This presented a challenge, and to be fair to Sonos, I worked with the beta version of the compatible S2 application. It is possible that the issues I was
struck down may be unique to this environment, and by the time they are available to consumers that they may have been smoothed out. At the same time, it may be a matter of squashing bugs after running, and I can't know anyway. My problems there are largely related to the addition of
the second generation Sonos Sub to the system. Like any sub-woofer, you can place it where you because bass frequencies just love to travel everywhere, but first, the S2 Beta Sonos App decided that this S1 is only a component. It's not in way, but it took a complete glitch of the
application and reboot before it would see Sonos Sub properly and add it to the system. The rear right speaker added neatly, but adding a rear-left speaker took several attempts before the Sonos system saw it. Again, this may be down to the use of beta software, and I hope this is because
one of the foundations of the entire Sonos system has been ease of use and installation. It's great when things work, but it's frustrating when it's not because there's not much you can actively adjust to get it up and running if the worst happens. Sonos Five is primarily a musical speaker,
although you can certainly choose to listen to podcasts or stream radio via Sonos Radio on it as well. There's no significant difference in the Sonos Five layout of the Internal Dynamics compared to its predecessors, although it - or I have to say it will - benefit from having a new faster



onboard processor than the older Play:5 models. Now, this is important in terms of future application compatibility, at least according to Sonos. This is a key reason why it is moving to the new S2 platform, but right now there really isn't much different in terms of features compared to the old
Sonos gear. This means that it is compatible with a wide range of audio services including all heavy hitters in the likes of Spotify, Apple Music, Google Play Music, YouTube Music, Tidal and much, much more. The Sonos app does not serve as a way to find or customize these services,
instead relying on pairing the existing subscription and library settings in Sonos before streaming your music solutions. Again, during testing from Sonos Five I was amazed at how much I missed with voice control to do so. The Sonos S2 app is good as a music controller, but it's clearly less
convenient to navigate around multiple menus to find a artist or album to play with, rather than just asking Alexa or Google Assistant to do it directly. However, the key factor that Sonos has sold itself over the years is still very present in Sonos Five, and this is sound quality. Testing with
Prince Purple Rain, everything from a slower intro to an excruciating guitar closing section plays purely even on volumes that the rest of my family has largely described as ear splitting without noticeable distortion. Respect for Aretha Franklin took not only her vocals, but also the more edgy
tones of her backing vocalists and deliberate beat of the backing track with great clarity, even when all over the room, and that's with only one speaker in the game. It's easy enough to see how this can be improved with a pair of Sonos Fives working with a proper stereo separation. Sonos'
own Sonos Radio is also present, which allows you to tune in to the radio station by world, as well as a number of local radio stations. There are Hit there in terms of overall sound quality, but if you're a fan of having radio stations running in the background while you get about your
household life it's a fairly solid alternative to the likes of TuneIn or similar, with the benefits of running on what's a much better speaker than you'll find on any smartphone. There is a catch with Sonos five, however, for my disappointment at the lack of voice control. While the interior has
been redesigned around the new S2 Sonos architecture, it's not as if the existing Play:5 2nd Gen models are not compatible s2 on their own. I haven't had an older Sonos Play:5 for comparative testing with, but without some extra hook for it will work with future features it feels like a very
hard sell to convince existing Play:5 owners to upgrade at this point in time. Even an indication from Sonos that these new features may be something of a selling point. Point.
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